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SARD’S THEOREM FOR MAPPING BETWEEN FRE´CHET
MANIFOLDS
KAVEH EFTEKHARINASAB
Abstract. In this paper we prove an infinite-dimensional version of Sard’s theorem for
Fre´chet manifolds. Let M and N be bounded Fre´chet manifolds such that the topologies
of their model Fre´chet spaces are defined by metrics with absolutely convex balls. Let
f : M Ñ N be an MCk-Lipschitz-Fredholm map with k ą maxtInd f, 0u. Then the set of
regular values of f is residual in N .
1. Introduction
Sard’s theorem in infinite-dimensional spaces may fail as showed in [1] by giving a coun-
terexample of real smooth map on a Hilbert space with critical values containing open set.
However, Smale [2] proved that if f : M Ñ N is a Ck-Fredholm map between Banach
manifolds with k ą maxtInd f, 0u, then the set of regular values of f is residual in N . The
assumption that f must be Fredholm is necessary from the counterexample in [1]. In this
paper we generalize the Smale’s theorem to the Fre´chet manifolds case. To carry out this,
at first we need to establish the stability of Fredholm operators under small perturbation
which requires an appropriate topology on the space of linear continuous maps. But the
space of continuous linear mappings of one Fre´chet space to another is not a Fre´chet space in
general. On the other hand, the general linear group of a Fre´chet space does not admit any
non-trivial topological group structure. These defects put in question the way of obtaining
the stability of Fredholm operators.
There is a way to overcome aforementioned problems. Recently, in the suggestive paper [4],
Mu¨ller introduced the concept of bounded Fre´chet manifolds and provided an inverse func-
tion theorem in the sense of Nash and Moser in this category. Such spaces arise in geometry
and physical field theory and have many desirable properties. For instance, the space of
all smooth sections of a fiber bundle (over closed or non-compact manifolds), which is the
foremost example of infinite dimensional manifolds, has the structure of a bounded Fre´chet
manifold, see [4, Theorem 3.34]. One of the essential ideas of this setting is to replace the
space of all continuous linear maps by the space Ld1,dpE, F q of all linear Lipschitz continuous
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maps. Then Ld1,dpE, F q is a topological group that has satisfactory properties. For exam-
ple, the composition map Ld,gpF,Gq ˆ Ld1,dpE, F q Ñ Ld1,gpE,Gq is bilinear continuous. In
particular, the evaluation map Lg,dpE, F q ˆ E Ñ F is continuous.
In this paper we will consider this category of manifolds. We introduce the concept of
Lipschitz-Fredholm operator and prove the stability theorem in Section 3. We then formulate
Sard’s theorem in Section 4. The key ingredient to the proof of the theorem is the Local
representation theorem (Theorem 4.2) which is a consequence of the inverse function theorem.
2. Preliminaries and Notations
In this section we set up our notations. Most of the terminologies are taken from [5], but
we avoid differing metric Fre´chet space with Fre´chet space.
2.1. Lipschitz maps and the space Ld,gpE, F q. We denote by pF, dq a Fre´chet space whose
topology is defined by a complete translational-invariant metric d. We define ‖ f ‖d– dpf, 0q
for f P F and write L.f instead of Lpfq when L is a linear map between Fre´chet spaces. A
metric with absolutely convex balls will be called a standard metric. Note that every Fre´chet
space admits a standard metric which defines its topology: If αn is an arbitrary sequence of
positive real numbers converging to zero and if ρn is any sequence of continuous semi-norms
defining the topology of F . Then
dα, ρpe, fq – sup
nPN
αn
ρnpe´ fq
1` ρnpe´ fq
is a metric on F with the desired properties.
Definition 2.1. Suppose pE, dq and pF, gq are two Fre´chet spaces. Define Ld,gpE, F q to be
the set of all globally Lipschitz linear maps, i.e., maps L : E Ñ F such that for them:
‖ L ‖d,g“ sup
xPEzt0u
‖ L.x ‖g
‖ x ‖d
ă 8.
We abbreviate LdpEq “ Ld,dpE,Eq and write ‖ L ‖d“ ‖ L ‖d,d for L P LdpEq.
Remark 2.1 ([5], Remark 1.9). Ld,gpE, F q and the functions ‖ . ‖d,g have the following
useful properties:
i: ‖ L.x ‖gď ‖ L ‖d,g ‖ x ‖d for all x P E. Moreover, 0 P Ld,gpE, F q with } 0 }d,g “ 0. If
L is not identically zero, then ‖ Ld,g ‖ą 0.
ii: If pG, hq is another Fre´chet space, then
}H ˝ L ‖d,hď ‖ H ‖g,h ‖ L ‖d,g,
for L P Ld,gpE, F q and H P Lg,hpF,Gq.
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iii: If L,H P Ld,gpE, F q, then
‖ L`H ‖d,g ď ‖ L ‖d,g ` ‖ H ‖d,gă 8.
iv: If g is a standard metric, then
Dd,g : Ld,gpE, F q ˆ Ld,gpE, F q ÝÑ r0,8q,
pL,Hq ÝÑ‖ L´H ‖d,g
(1)
is a translational-invariant metric on Ld,gpE, F q making it into an abelian topological
group.
Proposition 2.1 ([5], Proposition 2.1). Let pE, dq and pF, gq be Fre´chet spaces, and g a
standard metric. Then the following hold:
i: Ld,gpE, F q is a vector subspace of the space of all maps from E to F .
ii: The evaluation map
Ld,gpE, F q ˆ E ÝÑ F,
pL, xq ÝÑ L.x
is bilinear continuous.
iii: If pG, hq is another Fre´chet space with standard metric, then the composition map
Ld,gpF,Gq ˆ Lg,hpE, F q ÝÑ Ld,hpE,Gq,
pL,Hq ÝÑ L ˝H
is bilinear continuous.
iv: The Metric (1) is complete and has absolutely convex balls.
v: The group of automorphisms, AutpEq, is open in LdpEq with respect to the topology
induced by the Metric (1). And the inversion map AutpEq Ñ AutpEq, A Ñ A´1 is
continuous.
Proposition 2.2. Let pE, dq and pF, gq be Fre´chet spaces, and g a standard metric. The
set of isomorphisms of E to F , Iso pE, F q, is open in Ld,gpE, F q with respect to the topology
induced by the Metric (1).
Proof. Fix an isomorphism i : E Ñ F . Define a map
i˚ : LdpEq ÝÑ Ld,gpE, F q,
i˚ “ i ˝ k, k P LdpEq
i˚ is bijective because i is isomorphism. The composition i ˝ k is bilinear continuous by
Proposition 2.1 piiiq. Thus, i˚ is homeomorphism by virtue of the open mapping theorem.
Since the group of automorphisms of E, AutpEq, is open in LdpEq by Proposition 2.2 pvq
it follows that its image under i˚, which is the set of isomorphisms Iso pE, F q, is open in
Ld,gpE, F q. 
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2.2. Differentiation and MCk´ maps.
Definition 2.2. Let E, F be Fre´chet spaces, U an open subset of E, and P : U Ñ F a
continuous map. Let CLpE, F q be the space of all continuous linear maps from E to F
topologized by the compact-open topology. We say P is differentiable at the point p P U if
there exists a linear map dP ppq : E Ñ F with
dP ppqh “ lim
tÑ0
P pp`thq´P ppq
t
, for all h P E. If P is differentiable at all points p P U , if dP ppq : U Ñ CLpE, F q is
continuous for all p P U and if the induced map P 1 : U ˆ E Ñ F, pu, hq ÞÑ dP puqh is
continuous in the product topology, then we say that P is Keller-differentiable. We define
P pk`1q : U ˆ Ek`1 Ñ F inductively by
P pk`1qpu, f1, ..., fk`1q “ lim
tÑ0
P pkqpu` tfk`1qpf1, ..., fkq ´ P
pkqpuqpf1, ..., fkq
t
.
Definition 2.3. If P is Keller-differentiable, dP ppq P Ld,gpE, F q for all p P U , and the
induced map dP ppq : U Ñ Ld,gpE, F q is continuous, then P is called b-differentiable.
We say P is MC0 and write P 0 “ P if it is continuous. We say P is an MC1 and write
P p1q “ P 1 if it is b-differentiable. Let Ld,gpE, F q0 be the connected component of Ld,gpE, F q
containing the zero map. If P is b-differentiable and if V Ď U is a connected open neigh-
borhood of x0 P U , then P
1pV q is connected and hence contained in the connected component
P 1px0q ` Ld,gpE, F q0 of P
1px0q in Ld,gpE, F q. Thus, P
1 |V ´P
1px0q : V Ñ Ld,gpE, F q0 is
again a map between subsets of Fre´chet spaces. This enables a recursive definition: If P is
MC1 and V can be chosen for each x0 P U such that P
1 |V ´P
1px0q : V Ñ Ld,gpE, F q0
is MCk´1, then P is called an MCk-map. We make a piecewise definition of P pkq by
P pkq |V – pP
1 |V ´P
1px0qq
pk´1q
for x0 and V as before. The map P is MC
8 if it is MCk for
all k P N0.
We shall denote by D,D2 the first and the second differential, respectively. We should
mention that an appropriate version of the Chain rule is available and the composition of
composable MCk- maps is again MCk. A bounded Fre´chet manifold is a Hausdorff
Second countable topological space with an atlas of coordinate charts taking their values in
Fre´chet spaces such that the coordinate transition functions are all MC8.
Suppose M is a bounded Fre´chet manifold. Naturally, we define a bounded Fre´chet vector
bundle over M , this is a Fre´chet vector bundle whose total space is a bounded Fre´chet mani-
fold. The tangent bundle TM is a bounded Fre´chet vector bundle over M whose coordinate
transition functions are just the tangents TP of the coordinate transition functions P for M.
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Definition 2.4. A map P :M Ñ N is an MCk of bounded Fre´chet manifolds if we can find
charts around any point in M and its image in N such that the local representative of P in
these charts is an MCk- map of Fre´chet spaces. It is called MC8 if the local representative
in the charts is MC8.
For k ě 1, an MCk- map P : M Ñ N of bounded Fre´chet manifolds induces a tangent
map TP : TM Ñ TN of their tangent bundles which takes the fibre over f P M into the
fibre over P pfq P N and is linear on each fibre. The local representatives for the tangent
map TP are just the tangents of the local representatives for P . The derivative of P at f
is the linear map
DP pfq : TMf ÝÑ TNP pfq
induced by TP on the tangent spaces. When the manifolds are Fre´chet spaces this agrees
with Definition 2.3.
3. Lipschitz Fredholm maps and stability
Definition 3.1. Let pE, dq and pF, gq be Fre´chet spaces, and g a standard metric. A map
ϕ P Ld,gpE, F q is called Lipschitz-Fredholm operator if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) The image of ϕ is closed.
(2) The dimension of the kernel of ϕ is finite.
(3) The co-dimension of the image of ϕ is finite.
We denote by LFpE, F q the set of all Lipschitz-Fredholm operators from E into F . For
ϕ P LFpE, F q we define the index of ϕ to be
Indϕ “ dimkerϕ´ codim Img ϕ.
A subset G of a Fre´chet space F is called topologically complemented or split in F , if F is
homeomorphic to the topological direct sum G‘H , where H is a subspace of F . We call H
a topological complement of G in F .
Theorem 3.1 ([4], Theorem 3.14). Let F be a Fre´chet space. Then
i: Every finite-dimensional subspace of F is closed.
ii: Every closed subspace G Ă F with codimpGq “ dimpF {Gq ă 8 is topologically
complemented in F .
iii: Every finite-dimensional subspace of F is topologically complemented.
iv: Every linear isomorphism between the direct sum of two closed subspaces and F ,
G‘H Ñ F , is a homeomorphism.
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Theorem 3.2. LFpE, F q is open in Ld,gpE, F q with respect to the topology defined by the
Metric (1). Furthermore, the function T Ñ IndT is continuous on LFpE, F q, hence constant
on connected components of LFpE, F q.
Proof. Suppose ϕ : E Ñ F is a Lipschitz-Fredholm operator. We have to find a neighbour-
hood N of ϕ in Ld,gpE, F q such that N Ă LFpE, F q. We can write E “ kerϕ‘G, where G
is a topological complement of kerϕ by Theorem 3.1 piiiq. ϕ induces linear isomorphism of G
into its image ϕpGq by virtue of the open mapping theorem, thus we can write F “ ϕpGq‘H
for some finite dimensional subspace H in F . The map
ϕ : G‘H ÝÑ ϕpGq ‘H “ F
ϕpx, yq ÞÑ ϕ.x` y
is a linear isomorphism. But the set of linear isomorphisms is open in the space of linear
Lipschitz maps, see Proposition 2.2. Now assume ψ P Ld,gpE, F q is in an open neighbourhood
of ϕ, say N , it is constructed as follows, consider the space of linear maps LpG‘H,F q. Define
the map α
α : Ld,gpE, F q Ñ LpG‘H,F q
pα ˝ ψqpx, yq “ ψ.x` y
Put N “ α´1pIsopG‘H,F qq. The map
ψ : G‘H ÝÑ F
ψpx, yq ÞÑ ψ.x` y
is therefore, a linear isomorphism. It follows that dim kerψ ď dim kerϕ. Indeed, consider
the projection map γ : E “ G ‘ kerϕ Ñ kerϕ. Since ψ is isomorphism it follows that
G X kerψ “ 0. But G “ ker γ, whence kerpγ|kerψq “ ker γ X kerψ “ G X kerψ “ 0. Thus
γ|kerψ : kerψ Ñ kerψ is a monomorphism, whence dim kerψ ă dim kerϕ ă 8. Now let
us show that codim Imgpψq “ dim F
ψpEq
ă 8 . Let K be the complement of γpkerψq in
kerϕ. Then dimK ă 8, and there exists an isomorphism E – G ‘K ‘ kerψ. Notice that
ψ|G “ ψ|pG‘ t0uq and we have natural identifications:
F
ψpGq
“
F
ψpG‘ t0uq
ι
– H and
F
ψpG‘Kq
κ
–
F
ψpEq
.
Then we have the following commutative diagram:
F
ψpGq
ξ

ι
// H
ζ

F
ψpG‘Kq
κ
// F
ψpEq
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Since ζ is onto and H has a finite dimension, we see that dim F
ψpEq
ă 8. So ψ is Lipschitz
Fredholm.
Evidently,
dim ker ξ “ dim kerψ “ dimK and codim Img ψ “ dimH ´ dimK
Furthermore,
dim kerϕ “ dimK ` dimkerψ and codim Imgϕ “ dimH “ dimK ` dim
F
ψpEq
So we have
Indψ “ dimkerψ ´ pdimH ´ dimKq
“ dimkerψ ` dimK ´ dimH
“ dimkerϕ´ dimH
“ Indϕ.

In the sequel, we assume that manifolds are connected.
Definition 3.2. Let M and N be bounded Fre´chet manifolds modelled on Fre´chet spaces
E and F with standard metrics. A Lipschitz-Fredholm map is an MC1- map f : M Ñ N
such that for each x P M , the derivative DP pxq : TMf ÝÑ TNP pxq is a Lipschitz-Fredholm
operator. The index of f , denoted by Ind f , is defined to be the index of DP pxq for some x.
Since f is MC1 and M is connected by Theorem 2.2 the definition does not depend on the
choice of x.
4. Sard’s Theorem
Let M and N be bounded Fre´chet manifolds modelled on Fre´chet spaces E and F with
standard metrics. Let f : M Ñ N be any MC1 map. A point x P M is called a regular
point of f if DP pxq : TMf ÝÑ TNP pxq is surjective, otherwise is called critical. The images
of the critical points under f are called the the critical values and their complement the
regular values. Note that if y P N is not in image of f it is a regular value. We denote the
set of critical points of f by Cf and the set of regular values by Rpfq or Rf . In addition,
for A Ă M we define Rf |A by Rf |A “ NzfpCf X Aq. In particular, if U Ă M is open,
Rf |U “ Rpf |Uq.
Theorem 4.1 ([5], Proposition 7.1. Inverse Function Theorem for MCk- maps). Let pE, gq
be a Fre´chet space with standard metric g. Let U Ă E be open, x0 P U and f : U Ă E Ñ E
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an MCk-map, k ě 1. If f 1px0q P Aut pEq, then there exists an open neighborhood V Ď U of
x0 such that fpV q is open in E and f |V : V Ñ fpV q is an MC
k- diffeomorphism.
Theorem 4.2 (Local Representation Theorem). Let f : U Ď E Ñ F be an MCk, k ě 1,
u0 P U and suppose that D fpuoq has closed split image F1 with closed topological complement
F2 and split kernel E2 with closed topological complement E1. Then there are two open sets
U 1 Ă U Ă E “ E1 ‘ E2 and V Ă F1 ‘ E2 and an MC
k-diffeomorphism Ψ : V Ñ U 1, such
that pf ˝Ψqpu, vq “ pu, ηpu, vqq for all pu, vq P V , where η : V Ñ E2 is an MC
k- map.
Proof. Let f “ f1 ˆ f2, where fi : U Ñ Fi, i “ 1, 2. By virtue of the open mapping theorem
we have D1 f1pu0q “ f1pu0q|E1 P IsopE1, F1q. Define the map
g : U Ă E1 ‘ E2 Ñ F1 ‘ E2,
gpu1, u2q “ pf1pu1, u2q, u2q
therefore,
D gpuq.pe1, e2q “
˜
D1 f1puq D2 f1puq
0 IE2
¸˜
e1
e2
¸
for all u “ pu1, u2q P U, e1 P E1, e2 P E2. By hypothesis E2 “ ker D fpu0q “ ker D f1pu0q and
hence D2 f1pu0q “ D2 f1pu0q|E2 “ 0. Therefore, D gpu0q P Iso pE, F1 ‘ E2q.
By the inverse function theorem, there are open sets U 1 and V and anMCk- diffeomorphism
Ψ : V Ñ U 1 such that u0 P U
1 Ă U Ă E, gpu0q P V Ă F1 ‘ E2, and Ψ
´1 “ g|U 1 . Hence
if pu, vq P V , then pu, vq “ pg ˝ Ψqpu, vq “ gpΨ1pu, vq,Ψ2pu, vqq “ pf1 ˝ Ψ1pu, vq,Ψ2pu, vqq,
where Ψ “ Ψ1ˆΨ2. This shows that Ψ2pv, vq “ v and pf1 ˝Ψqpu, vq “ u. Define η “ f2 ˝Ψ,
then pf ˝Ψqpu, vq “ pf1 ˝Ψpu, vq, f2 ˝Ψpu, vqq “ pu, ηpu, vqq. 
A map f between topological spaces is called locally closed if for any point x in the
domain of f there exists an open neighborhood U such that f |U is a closed map.
Lemma 4.1. Let f : E Ñ F be a Lipschitz-Fredholm map between Fre´chet spaces with
standard metrics. Then f is locally closed.
Proof. Since f is Fredholm it has split image F1 with topological complement F2 and split
kernel E2 with topological complement E1. By the local representation theorem there are
two open sets U Ă E1 ‘ E2 and V Ă F1 ‘ E2 and an MC
k- diffeomorphism Ψ : V Ñ U
such that pf ˝ Ψqpu, vq “ pu, ηpu, vqq for all pu, vq P V , where η : V Ñ E2 is an MC
k´
map. Suppose U1 Ă F1 and U2 Ă E2 are open subsets and U2 is compact. Let U
1 “
U1 ˆ U2 Ă U so that U 1 “ U 1 ˆ U 2 and U 1 Ă U . Suppose A Ă U 1 is closed and a sequence
tpyi, ziq “ pyi, ηpyi, xiqqu Ă fpAq converges to py, zq, where tpyi, xiqu is a sequence in A,
we need to show that py, zq P fpAq. By assumption we have txiu Ă U2, and since U 2 is a
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compact subset of a finite dimensional topological vector space, we may assume xi Ñ x P U2.
Then pyi, xiq Ñ py, xq. Since A is closed then py, xq P A. By continuity of f we see that
tfpyi, xiq “ pyi, ziqu converges to fpy, xq, but fpy, xq P fpAq thus fpAq is closed. 
Theorem 4.3. Let M and N be bounded Fre´chet manifolds modelled on Fre´chet spaces E
and F with standard metrics. Let f : M Ñ N be an MCk- Lipschitz-Fredholm map with
k ą maxtInd f, 0u. Then the set of regular values of f is residual in N .
Proof. It is enough to verify that every m P M has a neighborhood Z such that Rpf |Z¯q is
open and dense in N . Then since M is second countable we can find a countable open cover
tZiu of M with Rf |Z¯i open and dense in N . Since Rf “
Ş
iRf |Z¯i, it will follows Rf is
residual.
Choose m PM , we will construct a neighborhood Z of m so that Rpf |Z¯q is open and dense.
By the local representation theorem we may find charts pU, φq at m and pV, ψq at fpmq such
that φpUq Ă E ˆ Rn, ψpV q Ă E ˆ Rp, and local representative fφψ “ ψ ˝ f ˝ ψ
´1 of f has
the form fφψpe, xq “ pe, ηpe, xqq for pe, xq P φpUq, where E is a Fre´chet space, x P R
n, e P E,
and η : φpUq Ñ Rp. The index of Tmf is n´ p and so k ą maxtn´ p, 0u.
To show that Rpf |Uq is dense in N , it is enough to show that Rpfφψq is dense in EˆR
p. For
e P E, pe, xq P ψpUq, define ηepxq “ ηpe, xq. For each e, ηe is a C
k- map defined on an open
set of Rn, then by Sard’s theorem, Rpηeq is dense in R
p for each e P E. But for pe, xq P ψpUq,
we have
D fφψpe, xq “
˜
I 0
˚ D ηepxq
¸
So D fφψpe, xq is surjective if and only if D ηepxq is surjective, hence for e P E
teu ˆRpηeq “ Rpfφψq X pteu ˆ R
pq
and so Rpfφψq intersects every plane teuˆR
p in a dense set and is, therefore, dense in EˆRp.
So Rpf |Uq is dense.
Since f is locally closed we can chose an open neighborhood Z ofm such that Z¯ Ă U and f |Z¯
is closed. Since Cf is closed inM , then fpZ¯XCf q is closed inN , and soRpf |Z¯q “ NzfpZ¯XCfq
is open in N . Since Rpf |Uq Ă Rpf |Z¯q then Rpf |Z¯q is dense as well. This complete the
proof. 
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